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Y'Weekend Closes With Vesper Services By Dr. A. N. Sayres

Miss Babcock leads discussion on Improving Campus Y Group

Climaxing Y weekend activities Dr. A. N. Sayres, active secretary of the University of Pennsylvania, began the discussion of the Evangelical Reformation, focusing on the topic of the Reformation. The discussion centered on the importance of understanding the historical context and the impact of the Reformation on the Church.

"The Reformation was not just a change in religious beliefs, but it also brought social and political changes. This event will change the way you see history," Dr. Sayres said.

Tickets To Be Out For Navy Ball Soon

There are less than two weeks left until the big event — The Navy Ball. Tickets are available in the Freeland hall, and the dance will get under way on the Thompson gymnasium at 11 p.m.

"We have organized the event to make sure that everyone who wants to attend can do so," said Dr. Sayres.

Cast of Drama Is New To Ursinus Audience But Has Experience

by Henry K. Haines V-12

Warren C. Jenkins V-12, and Florence Cherry V-48, will play the three leading roles in "The Three Bears," set for Sunday night in the main hall.

"They are new to the audience, but they have the experience," said Dr. Sayres.

Sailors Lured to Destruction by Lorelei; Ur sinus Version to Have Canteen Theme

Blonde Bamber Combed Hair

Sang to Lead Tars to Rain

In old December a blonde bamber started the process of mapping sailors. Perched on a small island off a Greek island, he fell down her hair and sang the boys a melody while she combed her hair.

"The theme for the evening will be light and refreshing," said Dr. Sayres.

Tickets will be issued at the door, and the dance will be a great success.

Part of the proceeds will be donated to charity, and the program will include light refreshments.

"The dance will be a great success," said Dr. Sayres.

Y-12 Men Give John son Transfusion at Hospital

Part of the proceeds will be donated to charity, and the program will include light refreshments.

"The dance will be a great success," said Dr. Sayres.
In Lab for One Day—Or Why Profes Get Gray

Spend an afternoon in an Ursinus lab and find out why laboratory assistants and professors have prematurely gray.

You may find a bunson burner bogged up in a corner, and you probably some building resident experiment: the tiny drops are doing eianizing a flame.

In this lab, the young Madame Curry is experimenting with a new salt. She has poured into the same container with some salt crystals. The result. Dense white smoke rises from the floor and slowly rises. As it reaches the ceiling it begins to look like an ier full of snow. Half of it... physically as well as chemically. When the experiment is down it is a complete fop.

Somebody must be alined with another solution. A special reaction is supposed to occur (it says so in the book). This mix- ture is particularly gruesome... so we look now but the drain isn’t there anymore.

Of course, don’t bump into Einstein Junior there— ‘cause he’s going over that to shell that look for some liquid oxygen.

The pleasant crashing sound of glass breaking and the ick-form of the potassium permlose’s allowance from home goes. At ten to fifteen a short tube tube can the in- money.

\[ Continued on page 4 \]

GAFF from the GRIZZLY

Some people have been making special mention of things ... what folks! everyone knows the horse and donkey were declined Anonymous—"

A certain sailor wore the level- ing pin with great pride. He had just auded singing “Happy Birthday” to him.

"Seems as if there must be some appreciative comments on your part."

Jim Williams is now Bob’s room- mate and waiting for his call from the Naval Hospital ..."

We mustn’t please the solid gold brass band, we mustn’t please the ‘Frodo’ people’ (†) in Reading ..."

Hey tell Ginnie will Cape that Boy-know the reason why

\[ Continued on page 4 \]

Lost and Found

Lost: Quiz Book. Please return if found! Bill Scheide.

Lost: Our swell girl. Instead of a watch, Reward Jerry Sullivan ..."

Lost: A lady in a brown coat.

Found: A V-5 application for V-12..."

Amies:..."

Lost: Lola’s sore muscles and ach back all over the gym. Will pay for. Mr. Frick."

Found: The key to a heart. Will pay for. Mr. O’Malley."

Veronica and Jenius really out!..."

There are definite rumors that the Richard may be married. Boy!"

The Hot Box

News of the Month: Glen Gray is in the market for an unknown reason and plans to leave his old ship with Eugene Brawner, now chipping in with the Minstrels to replace the leader with a black eye as the main attraction.

Frank Sinatra, who is said to be a guff—Krupa’s outfit a true facts, to correct or abolish these disgraces to good send to the thousands who are living in unbelievable squalor.

That glow in the sky Friday was ..."

\[ Continued on page 4 \]

On Being a Good Citizen

The time is fast approaching when we shall have to undertake our duties as citizens of our country. There will be many positions of importance that will be filled. Some will be occupied by prominent citizens, known for their philanthropic or political works, be they good or bad. Many will be newly appointed by the President who pay our taxes and go to the polls to vote regularly. The rest of us will merely be indifferent citizens content to live our private lives.

We cannot all be in the public eye. Most of us do not have the ability and some of us do not have the desire. We must be content to fill the position that can do our best to see that the political machinery is kept on the level and consider ourselves holders of a great responsibility.

We can all be the second type of citizen. It is our duty to be good citizens and to do our best to raise the standards of the country to a higher plane. Few of us realize that the evils in our social system and to correct those evils. Few of us realize that most of our prisoners have no facilities for the accommodation of juvenile delinquents yet juvenile delinquents are increasing daily. Few of us realize that many of our state institutions for the insane are purely charitable institutions and the treatment of inmates. Few of us realize that in our own cities there are sections where the filth of the community is finding an ignorance badly handicapping society. It should be our duty to urge the governments to investigate these degrading conditions and, upon finding the true facts, to correct or abolish these disgraceful conditions.

We are not yet full-fledged citizens but we can begin to think of ourselves as others see themselves in our order, and I will act when we finally change.

For More Sleep

Girls are Ursinus are physically not up to par, too usually. Last week, with Mrs. O’Donnell, Colle, the nurse, the blame was laid mainly on lack of sleep, dietary difficulties and hard work. Certainly these things all contribute to a run-down condition.

Nevertheless, experience proves that much time is spent in aimless chatting in the dormitory corners, listening to music, playing tricks, and just sitting around. It means meals as we’ve enjoyed before, and who can think of the dormitory are sleeping individuals. It is a day of the week. Please make more use of the gym. For there is now Bab’s room—

\[ Continued on page 4 \]

SOCIETY NEWS

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wilson of Upper Darby are the parents of Mrs. Jane Wood, Lots 34, to Dr. Thomas Cooper at a tea last Friday.

O’Floorer, the son of Mrs. Katherine Con- ller, is a graduate of Upper Darby High school and now attending Ursinus College in Nor thin, Georgia. At present he is on his way overseas with the infantry.

The Howies’ daughter, Mary Eleanor (Molly) Richards ’45, is a third class seaman on the WAVES, stationed at Cedar Key, Florida.

\[ Continued on page 4 \]
X-change

From the Villanovan, school paper of Villanova college, we take the following:

"Old to Ambiguity"

I love the girl who does
I like the girl who doesn't
I hate the girl who says she will
And then decides she won't.

But the girl I like best of all,
And you'll agree I'm right,
Is the girl who says she shouldn't
just for me she might.

Miss me good-right.

"Why did you come to college, anyway?"
You're not studying,"
said the professor.

"Well," said Wallace, "I don't know exactly myself. Mother says it's to fit me for the presidency. Uncle Bill, to sow my wild oats. I'll, to get a chum for her, and, Pa, to bankrupt the family."

I think that I shall never see
A "D" as lovely as a "D."
A "B" whose rounded form is pressed
Upon the records of the blessed.
"D"s come very easy and yet
They're not so easy to forget.
For "D"s are made by tools like me.
And how this fool could use a
Pa to fit me for the presidency;
But just for me she might.

B~t

I A d then decides she

Ursmus Bears wrestlmg team was de-
deed at the Albright college, which now has
K 126 T tt 136
128 pounds _ Milt Westphal, The team will go to the
Gracie are the only two with var-
squad at the beginning of e

War Bond Dollars
Are Double Duty Dollars

BUY MERCHANDISE OF MERIT AT
BLOCk'S
HORNESTOWN

TRENCH MKRM STANDS

TOTALS
19 12 50
Albright...

G. F. P.

Williams, forward ......................... 4

11

Wickerham, guard ........................ 2

Lander, guard ............................. 2

Muller, guard ......................... 1

Jaffe, guard ............................. 2

Gardner, guard .......................... 3

12 15

Halloween score: Albright, 39-29.

Ursmus Bears Narrows Margin to Six Points
But Falls Before Albright Team, 65-50

Twelve Girls Receive Varsity Basketball Seats
As Season Approaches

Last week as final preparations for the coming tough basketball season, the Albright college quintet and went
handed out uniforms to a tentative varsity squad. Among the girls receiving varsity mits are four freshmen.

versatile Betty Brandy 45 made the varsity for the third straight season. Although rather
on the small side, Brad's spirit and quickness make her a valuable player. Although she played
work as a forward throughout her high school career, she is now a forward and center.

Betty Unnart and Maryly Gipple are the other seniors on the varsity squad. Tall graceful Tess
was one of the mainstays of last year's jayvee team and should prove to be an asset to this season's
guards. Marj was also a regular jayvee guard of last season and shows promise of some good play-
ing in the games to come.

There are a total of four girls forwards but Court and Gracie are the only two with var-
sity experience. Court, a second semester sophomore has been a varsity player since she entered
and plays with the girls. Grace is the only girl who can be described as a legitimate forward. She
passes the ball around as if it is nothing at all as a great many other girls who seem to make
their plays on the court. Grace is height her
standby is a fake shot set which she can convert into either a pass
or lay-up shot. Jane and Gracie are the two fall forwards who should be in line to take the
head of the backboard. Jane likes one hand shot from anywhere on the floor
while Gracie goes in for overhead
Avery representing the freshman center in the heart of the game with,
Royni Boyn, Peggy Hunter, and Ely-
lynn Royni Boyn, Peggy Hunter, and Ely-
lynn Royni Boyn, Peggy Hunter, and Ev-

And just as Avery worked toward the four.

She sticks to passing rather than shooting
and has a knack for up in that way many scoring plays. Peg Hunter, fresh-
hman, and Yelle Dzienny, junior high school, is very calm and collected on the backboard and
seem to be in on all the plays. She likes a one hand shot and prefers to score
the middle area of the court. Evie is a rebounder and her
and seem to have an uncanny sense of just where the next play will

Jaffe, guard ............................. 2

Gardner, guard .......................... 3

Totals
12 15

Halloween score: Albright, 39-29.
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WRESTLING
(Continued from Page 3)

165 pounds—Gene Yeager, Swarthmore, positioned Fred Curney, 8-6.

175 pounds—Morris Primmer, Swarthmore, pinned Drew Courtney, half-nelson and chancery, 2:33.


X-change
(Continued from page 3)

Men at Stevens institute who are interested in Advanced Fox Trot dancing lessons sign up with the Date Bureau which sponsors the course consisting of six, two-hour lessons.

The "State"

From The Plainman of Alabama Polytechnic Institute we find that a local bookteller sug- gested that Americans should boost horse trade by buying moonshine instead of imported liquor. Here is a good chance to die for your country.

Following in Urinus' footsteps the freshman and sophomores at Temple university engaged Ken Keeley's orchestra for their hop. Guests for this dance included men from Villanova, Rainbridge, Valley Forge, and Penn who had been contacted by their Date bureau.

The dramatic society of Temple has announced the presentation of "Junior Miss" on March 9 and 10.

"Your girl is rather spilled isn't she, Johnny?"

"Now, it's just the perfume she uses."—Florida Flamboue

WEEKEND

The Theatre Book of the Year, 1943-1944 by George Jean Nathan is a completely rounded memorial of the N.Y. theatre and its produc- tions in the season of 1943-1944. It is a book of record, for it covers every play in the period produced professionally and also those of- fered by the various experimental groups. It is a book of judgment as well, for Mr. Nathan adds to the full catalogue of plays, producers and players his own pungent, spirited and experienced criticism.

"How and why the U.S.S.R., came to be is the subject of the new book by Walter Dur- saltly, probably the one writer most thoroughly equipped to interpret America the modern Russian people and their history. Begin- ning with the causes, meaning and problems that have been the epic development of Russia un- folds through each successive crisis down to the present moment. Twenty-six years of drama unparalleled in history are given their proper setting in the light of the myths but of the concrete facts. Much of this drama, Mr. Duranty saw during his years as a foreign correspondent in Russia, so that he writes of the march of the Russian peoples both as an eye-witness and as a student who has been consistently right in his appraisal of their power."

Y WEEKEND

ment were discussed as well as ways in which the Urinus Y may become more efficient and effective. Saturday evening a small group danced to recordings and ate cupcakes and milk in the gym. An autograph contest for boys and a cut-in contest for girls were held.

After dinner yesterday Miss Judith Austin spoke in the upper dining room about the work of the World Student Service fund. She expressed the need for us to sacri- fice a little of our money so that students in war torn countries may go on learning.

Tea was served the Girls' Day study yesterday afternoon with Miss Camilla S. Stahr, dean of wome- n, pouring.

The Loloclet is really round the corner now boys and the Navy Ball is close on its heels... do you have those dates yet? You're really missing' loads of fun in each case unless you catch a partner and pro- mise the ole "hit-and-run" settlement.

Guests who are buying a mortgage on the "Bake"... it's either that or starvation for Ed and Ray...

There are still felias who can come to the dance only to watch—maybe they think the couples wouldn't think of dancing unless there was an audience.

What ails real "round the gal's things up at Pencourt... Phys' s gash ...

Line-up for next week's game:

Gesil Wil-soon be knintin' 'em ever faster than ever

Williams can pass Ann about

Lander sure can Bomberger that can't

Condly doesn't need any Ethel can to speed him up

Wich can Shoemaker long shot...

LSHODE STATE PROF ONCE CAME TO CLASS 6 MINUTES LATE TO FIND THE CLASS GONE. NEXT DAY HE KEP- RIVANCED THE CLASS SAY- ING HIS HAT ON THE DESK WAS A SIGN OF HIS PRESE- NCE. NEXT DAY HE AGAIN FOUND AN EMPTY ROOM, ON EACH DESK WAS A HAT...

She's Three Years Younger Now

-But Her Daddy's Still in the Fight, and the War Bonds You Bought Back in the Days of Pearl Harbor are Still Needed in the Fight, Too—for Victory!

We can't all go, but we can all help!

BUY WAR BONDS

KEEP FAITH WITH OUR FIGHTERS — Buy War Bonds For Keeps

Y compris ce guide Z ROOM LOG CABIN - BUILT IN 1937 AT THE UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH

MONEY IS AMMUNITION—BUY WAR SAVINGS STAMPS

THE WORLD'S SAFEST INVESTMENT

WAR BONDS

LINK TRAINER INSTRUCTOR

Join the WAVES
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